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1. Introduction
The permanent evolution of future wireless network technologies together with demand for
new multimedia applications, has driven a need to create new wireless, mobile and
multimedia-awareness systems. In this context, the IEEE 802.16 Standard (IEEE 802.16e,
2005), also known as WiMAX (WorldWide Interoperability for Microwave Access) is an
attractive solution for last mile Future Multimedia Internet (Sollner, 2008) , particularly
because of its wide coverage range and throughput support.
The IEEE 802.16e extension, also known as Mobile WiMAX, supports mobility management
with the Mobile Internet Protocol version 6 (MIPv6). This provides service connectivity in
handover scenarios, by coordinating layer 2 (MAC layer) and layer 3 (IP layer) mobility
mechanisms (Neves, 2009) . In addition to mobility control issues, an end-to-end quality
level support for multimedia applications is required to satisfy the growing demands of
fixed and mobile users, while increasing the profits of the content providers.
With regard to Quality of Service (QoS) control, the WiMAX system provides service
differentiation based on the combination of a set of communication service classes
supported by both wired IP-based and wireless IEEE 802.16-based links. In the case of the
former, network elements with IP standard QoS models, such as Differentiated Services
(DiffServ) and Integrated Services (IntServ), Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) can be
configured to guarantee QoS support for applications crossing wired links. In the latter,
several IEEE 802.16 QoS services can be defined to provide service differentiation in the
wireless interface (IEEE 802.16e, 2005).
Four services designed to support different type of data flows can be defined as follows: (i)
Unsolicited Granted Service (UGS) for Constant Bit Rate (CBR) traffic, such as Voice over IP
(VoIP). (ii) The Real Time Polling Service (rtPS) for video-alike traffic. (iii) The Non-Real
Time Polling Service for an application with minimum bandwidth guarantees, such as File
Transfer Protocol (FTP). Finally, (iv) the Best Effort (BE) service which does not have QoS
guarantees (e.g., web and e-mail traffic) (Neves, 2009) (Ahmet et Al, 2009).
Existing QoS metrics, such as packet loss rate, packet delay rate and throughput, are
generally used to measure the impact on the quality level of multimedia streaming from the
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perspective of the network , but do not reflect the user’s experience. As a result, these QoS
parameters fail to reflect subjective factors associated with human perception. In order to
overcome the limitations of current QoS-aware multimedia networking schemes with
respect to human perception and subjective factors,, recent advances in multimedia-aware
systems, called Quality of Experience (QoE) approaches, have been introduced. Hence, new
challenges in emerging networks involve the study, creation and the validation of QoE
measurements and optimization mechanisms to improve the overall quality level of
multimedia streaming content, while relying on limited wireless network resources
(Winkler, 2005).
In this chapter, there will be an overview of the most recent advances and challenges in
WiMAX and multimedia systems, which will address the key issues of seamless mobility,
heterogeneity, QoS and QoE. . Simulation experiments were carried out to demonstrate the
benefits and efficiency of a Mobile WiMAX environment in controlling the quality level of
ongoing multimedia applications during handovers. These were conducted, by using the
Network Simulator 2 (ns-2, 2010) and the Video Quality Evaluation Tool-set Evalvid.
Moreover, well- known QoE metrics, including Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR), Video
Quality Metric (VQM), Structural Similarity Index (SSIM) and Mean Option Score (MOS),
are used to analyze the quality level of real video sequences in a wireless system and offer
support for our proposed mechanisms.

2. WiMAX network infrastructure
A number of WiMAX schemes, such as mobility management for the handover and user
authentication, require the coordination of a wide range of elements in a networking system.
The implementation of these features is far beyond the definition] of IEEE 802.16, since this
only adds to the physical layer components that are needed for modulation settings and the
air interface between the base stations and customer, together with the definitions of what
comprises the Medium Access Control (MAC) layer.
With the WiMAX Forum, it was possible to standardize all the main elements of a WiMAX
network, including mobile devices and network infrastructure components. In this way,
interoperability between the networks was ensured even when they had different
manufacturers. However, there are several outstanding issues related to QoS, QoE, seamless
handover and multimedia approaches that must be addressed before the overall
performance of the Multimedia Mobile WiMAX system can be improved.
2.1 General architecture
The development of a WiMAX architecture follows several principles, most of which are
applicable to general issues in IP networks. Figure 1 illustrates a generic Heterogeneous
Mobile WiMAX scenario.
The WiMAX architecture should provide connectivity support, QoS, QoE and seamless
mobility, independently of the underlying network technologies, QoS models and available
service classes. The system should also enable the network resources to be shared, by
allowing a clear distinction to be drawn between the Network Access Provider (NAP), an
organization that provides access to the network and the Network Service Provider (NSP),
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an entity that deals with customer service and offers access to broadband applications and
large Service Providers (ASP).

Fig. 1. Heterogeneous Mobile WiMAX System (Eteamed ,2008).
This section addresses the end-to-end network system architecture of WiMAX, based on the
WiMAX Forum’s Network Working Group (NWG), which includes issues related to and
beyond the scope of (IEEE 802.16-2009). The Network Reference Model (NRM) with the
WiMAX Architecture will also be introduced and various functional entities and their
respective connections and responsibilities explained.
2.2 Network architecture
The WiMAX network architecture is usually represented by a NRM in most modern research
papers and technical reports. This model describes the functional entities and reference points
for an interoperable system based on the WiMAX Forum. The NRM usually has some
Subscriber Stations (MS) (clients, customers, subscriber stations, etc), Access Service Network
(ASN) and Connectivity Service Network (CSN) with their interactions which are expected to
continue through the reference points. Figure 2 shows the defined reference points R1 to R8
which represent the communications between the network elements.
The WiMAX NRM differentiates between NAPs and NSPs, where the former are business
entities that provide the infrastructure and access to the WiMAX network that contains one
or more ASNs. At a high level, these NAPs are the service providers and their infrastructure
with a shared wireless access. The NSPs are business entities that provide IP connectivity
and WiMAX services to the subscriber stations in accordance with service level agreements
or other agreements. The NSP can have control over the CSN (Iyer, 2008).
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Fig. 2. Network Reference Model (Iyer, 2008)
The Network Reference Model divides the system into three distinct parts: (i) the Mobile
Stations used by customers to access the network, (ii) the ASN which is owned by a NAP
and has one or more base stations and one or more ASN gateways and (iii) the CSN which is
owned by a NSP and provides IP connectivity and all IP core network functionalities.
The SS are used by customers, subscriber stations and any mobile equipment with a wireless
interface linked to one or more hosts of a WiMAX network. These devices can initiate a new
connection once the presence of a new base in an ASN has been verified.
The ASN is the ingress point of a WiMAX network, where the MS must be connected.
Hence, the MS has to follow a set of steps and corresponding functions for authentication
and boot process to request and receive access to the network and, thus establish , the
connectivity (Ahmadi, 2009) (Vaidehi & Poorani, 2010). The ASN can have one or more Base
Stations (BS) and one or more ASN-GW (Access Service Network – Gateway). All the ASNs
have the following mandatory functions:









IEEE 802.16-2009 layer 2 connectivity with the Mobile Station;
AAA (Authentication, Authorization and Accounting) Proxy: messages to client’s home
network with authentication, authorization and accouting to the mobile station;
Radio Resource Management and the QoS policy;
Network discovery and selection;
Relay functionality for establishing IP connectivity with WiMAX MS;
Mobile functions such as handover (support for mobile IP), location control, etc.

The CSN supports a set of network functions that provide IP connectivity to the WiMAX
clients and customers. A CSN usually has many network elements such as routers, database,
AAA servers, DHCP servers, gateways, providers, etc. The CSN can provide the following
functions:



IP address allocation to the mobile station;
Policy, admission control and QoS managements based on service level agreements
(SLA)/a contract with the user;
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Support for roaming between NSPs;
Mobility management and mobile IP home agent functionality;
Connectivity, infrastructure and policy control;
Interoperability and billing solution;
AAA proxy for devices, clients and services such as IP multimedia services (IMS).

The combination of these three elements form the WiMAX network reference model defined
by the WiMAX Forum, together with the IEEE Standard 802.16-2009. Each function requires
interaction between two or more functional entities and may operate one or more physical
devices.
2.3 QoS architecture
WiMAX is one of the most recent broadband technologies for Wireless Metropolitan Area
Networks (WMANs). To allow users to access, share and create multimedia content with
different QoS requirements, WiMAX implements a set of QoS Class of Services (CoS) at the
MAC layer as discussed earlier, (UGS, rtPS, ertPS, nrtPS and BE).
The UGS is designed to support real-time and delay/loss sensitive applications, such as
voice. It is characterized by fixed-size data packets, requiring fixed bandwidth allocation
and a low delay rate. The rtPS is similar to UGS regarding real-time requirements, but it is
suitable for delay-tolerant with variable packet sizes, such as Moving Pictures Experts
Group (MPEG) video transmission and interactive gaming.
The ertPS was recently defined by the IEEE 802.16 standard to support real-time content
with a QoS/QoE requirement between UGS and rtPS. The BS provides grants in an
unsolicited manner (as in UGS), with dynamic bandwidth allocation which is needed for
some voice applications with silence suppression.
The nrtPS is associated with non real-time traffic with high throughput requirements, such
as FTP transmission. The BS performs individual polling for SSs bandwidth requests. The
BE is designed for applications without guarantees in terms of delay, loss or bit-rate. An
example is web browsing and e-mail (Chrost & Brachman, 2010) (Ahson & Ilyas, 2007).
Each CoS has a mandatory set of QoS parameters that must be included in the service flow
definition when the class of service is adapted to a service flow. The main parameters are
the following: traffic priority, maximum latency, jitter, maximum and minimum data rate
and maximum delay. Table 1 provides an overview of the five WiMAX class of services,
typical applications and corresponding QoS parameters.
The MAC layer of the IEEE 802.16 standard is connection-oriented. Signaling messages
between BS and SS must be exchanged so that a service flow can be established between
them. A Service Flow (SF) is a MAC transport service that provides unidirectional transport
of packets on the uplink or on the downlink. Each service flow is characterized by a set of
QoS parameters that indicate the latency and jitter that is necessary and ensures throughput.
In addition, each service flow receives a unique Service Flow Identifier (SFID) from the BS, a
long integer of 32 bits, to allow each individual service flow to be identified. For any active
service flow, a connection is discovered by a Connection Identifier (CID), a piece of
information coded in 16 bits. A connection is a unidirectional mapping between a BS and a
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SS MAC peers for the purpose of transporting the traffic of a service flow. Thus, a CID will
be assigned for each connection between BS and SS associated with a service flow.

Scheduling service

Unsolicited Grant
Service (UGS)

Corresponding data
delivery service

Unsolicited grant service
(UGS)

Typical
applications

QoS
specifications

Voice (VoIP)

Maximum
sustained rate

without silence
suppression

Maximum
latency tolerance
Jitter tolerance
Maximum
sustained rate

Extended RealTime
Polling Service
(ertPS)

Extended realtime
variable-rate service
(ERT-VR)

VoIP with
silence
suppression

Minimum
reserved rate
Maximum
latency tolerance
Jitter tolerance
Traffic priority
Maximum
sustained rate

Real-Time Polling
Service (rtPS)

Real-time variable-rate
service (RT-VR)

Streaming audio
or video

Minimum
reserved rate
Maximum
latency tolerance
Traffic priority

Non-Real-Time
Polling Service
(nrtPS)

Maximum
sustained rate
Non-real-time variable
rate service (NRT-VR)

File Transfers
Protocol (FTP)

Minimum
reserved rate
Traffic priority

Best-Effort Service
(BE)

Best-effort service (BE)

Web browsing,
e-mail

Maximum
sustained rate
Traffic priority

Table 1. WiMAX scheduling and data delivery service classes, including applications and
QoS parameters.
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Figure 3 outlines the WiMAX QoS architecture as defined by the IEEE 802.16 standard. It
can be observed that schedulers, QoS parameters and classifiers are present in the MAC
layer of both the Base Station (BS) and Subscriber Station (SS). The BS is responsible for
managing and maintaining the QoS for all of the packet transmissions. The BS manages this
by actively distributing usage time to subscriber stations through information embedded in
the transmitted management frames, as illustrated in Figure 4.
Communication between BS and SS can be initiated by the BS (mandatory condition) or by
the SS (optional condition). In both cases, it is necessary for there to be a connection request
to the Connection Admission Control (CAC) located in the BS. The CAC is responsible for
accepting or rejecting a connectivity request. Its decisions are based on the QoS parameters
contained in the request messages - Dynamic Service Addition Request (DSA-REQ). If the
QoS parameters are within the limits of the available resources, and this is the case, the BS
then replies with an acceptance message - Dynamic Service Addition Response (DSA-RSP) and assigns a unique SFID for the new service flow.
The service flow is then classified and mapped into a particular connection for transmission
between the MAC peers. The mapping process associates a data packet with a connection,
which also creates a link with the service flow characteristics of this connection.

Fig. 3. Overall Architecture of WiMAX QoS.
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After the process of classification has been completed,, the most complex aspect of the
provision of QoS to individual packets is performed by the three schedulers: downlink and
uplink schedulers located at BS, and responsible for managing the flows in the downlink
and uplink respectively, and subscriber station schedulers, which together manage flows in
the uplink or the SS-to-BS flows.
The aim of a scheduler is generally to determine the burst profile and the transmission
periods for each connection, while taking into account the QoS parameters associated with
the service flow, the bandwidth requirements of the subscriber stations and the parameters
for coding and modulation.
The Downlink Scheduler’s task is relatively simple compared to that of the Uplink
Scheduler, since all the downlink queues reside in the BS and their state is locally accessible
to the scheduler. The decisions regarding the time allocation of bandwidth usage are
transmitted to the SSs through the DL-MAP (Downlink Bandwidth Allocation Map) MAC
management message, located in the downlink sub-frame, as shown in Figure 4. This field
notifies the SSs of the timetable and physical layer properties for transmitting subsequent
bursts of packets.

Fig. 4. WiMAX frame structure.
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The task of the Uplink Scheduler is much more complex. Since queues of uplink packet
flows are distributed among the SSs, their states and QoS requirements have to be obtained
through bandwidth requests. The information gathered from the remote queues, forms the
operational basis of the uplink scheduler and is displayed as “virtual queues”, as can be
seen in Figure 1. The uplink scheduler will select uplink allocations based on the bandwidth
requests, QoS parameters and priorities of the service classes. These decisions are
transmitted to the SSs through the UL-MAP (Uplink Bandwidth Allocation Map) which is
the MAC management message for regulating the uplink transmission rights of each SS.
Thus, , the UL-MAP controls the amount of time that each SS is provided with access to the
channel in the immediately following or the next uplink sub-frame(s) (Sekercioglu, 2009).
The uplink sub-frame of the WiMAX management frame should also be mentioned.. This
sub-frame basically contains three fields: initial ranging (Ranging), bandwidth requests
(BW-REQ) and specific slots.
Initial ranging is used by SSs to discover the optimum transmission power, as well as the
timing and frequency offset needed to communicate with the BS. The bandwidth requests
contention slot is used by the SSs for transmitting bandwidth request MAC messages. These
are the slots that are specifically allocated to the individual SSs for transmitting data.
The scheduler of an SS visits the queues and selects packets for transmission. The selected
packets are transmitted to the BS in the allocated time slots as defined in the UL-MAP,
which is constructed by the BS Uplink Scheduler and broadcast by the BS to the SSs
(Nuaymi, 2007).
The WiMAX does not define the scheduling algorithm that must be implemented. Any of
the known scheduling algorithms can be used: Round Robin (RR) (Ball et Al, 2006),
Weighted Round Robin (WRR), Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ), maximum Signal-toInterference Ratio (mSIR) (Chen et Al, 2005), and Temporary Removal Scheduler (TRS) (Ball
et Al, 2005).

3. WiMAX mobility
The IEEE 802.16e controls the handover, when an SS changes its current BS to a new BS
within a continuous ongoing session. There are two types of handover. When the SS moves
to a new BS, it stops the connection with the current BS before establishing the connection
with the new BS; this procedure is also known as hard handover or break – before – make.
When the SS establishes the connection with the new BS, before it stops the connection with
the current BS, this procedure is called seamless handover or make – before – break
(Manner, 2004).
When the SS enters the coverage area of a BS, the association process begins by obtaining the
downlink parameters. The BS sends two messages to the SS (when it is inside the cell): the
DL-MAP (Downlink MAP) and DCD (Downlink Channel Description). The DL-MAP
message contains three elements, the physical specifications, the DCD value and the id BS.
The DCD message describes the physical characteristics of the downlink channel. The next
step corresponds to obtaining the uplink UCD (Uplink Channel Description) messages and
UL-MAP (Uplink MAP). The UCD describes the physical characteristics of the uplink
channel and the UL-MAP contains the physical specifications and also the time allocation of
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resources. After the downlink and uplink parameters, the SS sends the Ranging Request
(RNG-REQ) to BS to discover the link quality (signal strength, modulation), and the BS
replies with the Ranging Response (RNG -RSP). Finally, the last step is the registration
between SS and BS to acquire an IP address. The SS sends a Registration Request (REGREQ) and BS replies with a Registration Response (REG-RSP).
Another important feature of the IEEE 802.16e standard is the exchange of information
between neighboring BSs. The BS sends the same information to another BS in the UCD /
DCD messages transmitted. The Information is exchanged on the backbone through the
Mobility Neighbor Advertisement (MOB_NBH_ADV) message.
Figure 5 illustrates the handover signaling for a WiMAX network. In this scenario, the SS is
initially served by/connected to the WiMAX network, but periodically the SS listens and
tries out other connectivity opportunities.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The SS detects a new link connectivity to the WiMAX Network.
The Current BS sends the downlink and uplink parameter messages to the SS.
The SS requests information about the network by Ranging Messages
The SS registers in current BS by means of Registrations Messages .
The current BS supports the QoS flow Services.
The Current BS communicates with the Target BS about network information by means
of Mobility Neighbor Advertisement (MOB_NBR_ADV)
A new link connectivity is detected and the current link goes down. The SS iniates the
handover to Target BS.
The SS repeats steps 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 with the Target BS

7.
8.

3.1 Handover policy
It is necessary to create seamless mobility schemes for Mobile WiMAX Systems to improve
the handover process, while ensuring QoS and QoE support for ongoing applications. . To
achieve this, an algorithm for handover policy should use two metrics: WiMAX Link failure
probability and SS speed. The link failure probability means the possibility of a “break” SS
connection with current BS; this value represents the signal strength obtained from the
physical layer. The link failure probability P is shown in Equation 1.
 Factor  Rxthreshold   Avg

P   Factor Rxthreshold   Rxthreshold

(1)

Where:
Avg

= average signal strength

Factor

= connectivity factor

Rxthreshold

= clear signal strength

A GPS module installed at mobile nodes is required to improve the accuracy of the system
with regard to the position and speed of the mobile users, as was the case with current
smart phones and laptops. As a result, it will be possible to inform the BS about position and
speed issues affecting the mobile user. This involves defining three mobility profiles: high,
medium and low. Each mobility profile will be associated with the precise period of time
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Fig. 5. The handover signaling for a WiMAX network
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needed to initiate the handover. The high mobile node will remain the shortest time inside
the cell, in this situation, and the handover process will be triggered before the other mobile
nodes. The mobility information and link failure probability are the two components used
as metrics to start the process of making a handover decision in the Mobile WiMAX
architecture (Dial et Al, 2008).
1.

Low mobility users (down to 7 m/s) - the handover process is initiated when the link
failure probability is equal to 90%.
2. Medium mobility user (from 7 m/s and equal to 15 m/s) - the handover process is
initiated when the link failure probability is equal to 70%.
3. High mobility users (from 15m/s) - the handover process is initiated when the link
failure probability is equal to 50%.
When the handover process is triggered (Figure 6), the new BS sends the uplink and
downlink (DL-MAP, DCD, UL-MAP, and UCD) messages to the SS. Then the SS receives a
notification of the new BS with “better physical conditions" than the current BS. When the
SS is in the intersection coverage (in the current and new BS), the SS can still receive packets
from the current BS once it has carried out the connection process with the new BS. The SS
establishes a connection with the new BS before it breaks the connection with the current BS.

Fig. 6. Handover Policy Scheme
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4. Evaluation of performance
The Simulations experiments were carried out with the aid of Network Simulator 2 to show
the benefits and impact of the proposed Mobile WiMAX system in a simulated environment
with all the handover policies. For the WiMAX simulations it was used a module developed
by The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST, 2007), the module was based
on the IEEE 802.16e with mobility support (Nist WiMAX, 2007). The results demonstrate the
effectiveness of the architecture in supporting a seamless handover, QoS and QoE
assurance. Figure 7 and Table 2 below show the topology used for the tests.

Fig. 7. Simulated Topology

Parameters

Wired

WiMAX

Table 2. Simulated Parameters
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Value

Link Capacity

4 Mbps

Link Delay

50 ms

Buffer

50

Queue

CBQ

Cover Area

1km

Frequency

3,5GHz

Standard

IEEE 802.16e

Modulation

OFDM
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4.1 CBR traffic
In the first experiment, the simulations were conducted with three mobile nodes with
different mobility (low, medium and high). Due to the high mobility, the SS remains a short
time inside the cell and will make three handovers. The SS with medium mobility will make
two handovers and the SS with low mobility will make just one handover. The simulations
were performed with CBR applications. In these simulations, the network/packet
information that was measured, comprised the throughput and sequence number of packets
received by each SS. Although the CBR application uses UDP as a transport protocol, we
include a sequence number field to determine the losses during the handover process. For
each mobility partner, a different CBR rate is used (Table 3)
Mobility

CBR application

Low

200Kbps

Medium

400Kbps

High

600Kbps

Table 3. CBR Traffic
In the first case, the simulations were performed without a handover policy. All the mobile
nodes are disconnected when they change their BSs; in other words, during the handover
process they break the connection with the current BSs, and after taking this step, they
(re)connect with the new BS (Break – Before – Make). When the mobile nodes change their
BSs, they do not receive a CBR packet application. Figure 8 and 9 below confirm this
information.

Fig. 8. Throughput without a handover policy
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Fig. 9. Sequence Number without a handover policy
In the second case, the simulations were accomplished with the proposed handover policies.
All the mobile nodes still continuously connected when they changed their BSs; in other
words, during the handover process they did not break the connection with their current
BSs so that they could connect with the new BS (Make – Before – Break). This meant that, the
mobile nodes still received CBR packets applications during the handover. Graphs 10 and
11 below confirm this information.

Fig. 10. Throughput with a handover policy
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Fig. 11. Sequence Number with a handover policy
In the same scenario, by means of the Random Waypoint Mobility Model, 90 simulations
were performed with the CBR application with 600kbps rate for different mobility and
positions. Figure 12 shows the average throughput for each specific situation with and
without a handover policy. The SSs with high speed did more handovers than others, and
thus, more time should be spent without connection during the handover. In other SSs, the
handover process damages the CBR application. With a handover policy, the throughput is
almost constant, because the mobile nodes make a seamless handover.

Fig. 12. Throughput x Mobility
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In the simulations without the proposed handover policies, the average throughput for low,
medium and high mobility were equal to 400kbps, 151kpbs and 91kbps, respectively. In
simulations using the handover policies, the average throughput for low, medium and high
mobility were equal to 569kbps, 567kbps and 568kbps, respectively. The growth in
throughput for the low mobility of the SS was 49.25 %, for its medium mobility the growth
was 250% and for its high mobility was 517%. Table 4 shows the comparative values of the
throughput between simulations with and without the handover policy.
Mobility

No Handover Policies

With Handover Policies

Growth

Low

400,17

569,96

49,25%

Medium

151,44

567,91

250%

High

91,7

568,04

517%

Table 4. Average Throughput
4.2 Video traffic
The simulations with video have durations of 70 seconds and during this period, the video
traffic was generated by the CN and sent to the SSs in an uninterrupted form. Table 5 shows
the parameters set for the video simulations.
Parameters

Value

Resolution

352 x 288

Frame Rate

30 Frame/sec

Color Scale

Y, U, V

Packet Length

1052

Packet Fragmentation

1024

Table 5. Simulation of Video Parameters
First, the simulations were performed without the handover policy. In the simulations
conducted in this way, suggest that SSs are not connected during the corresponding time of
the handover process and resulted in lost packets. Following this, the simulations were
performed with the handover policy in the same scenarios and in the same circumstances as
those of previous simulations. The SSs experienced a seamless handover, when the video
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quality was maintained during the change of BS. The SS that experienced a hard handover
did not receive 5% of the packets, and as a result, there was, a reduction in the quality of the
video. Figure 13 compares the number of frames received for each situation.

Fig. 13. Number of Decoded Frames
As well as the QoS analysis of the handover in the network architecture, we also
investigated the impact of the handover on user perceptions. This was carried out by using
the Evalvid tool (Evalvid, 2011) that allows control of real video quality called "Bridge (far)"
or (Bridge (far) in simulations.
The benefits of the proposed solution are clear when we look at the frames in Figures 14,
15, 16 and 17. Figures 15 e 17 show frames of video received by the SS during the seamless
handover. It was possible to ensure the highest video quality throughout the
transmission. However, when the hard handover is experienced, the video quality is
noticeably degraded. In addition, some objects in the picture are not received, as shown in
Figure 14. Due to user mobility, the object containing the "bird" was not received and,
thus has, not been decoded.
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Fig. 14. Frame without a handover policy

Fig. 15. Frame with a handover policy
When Figure 16 and 17 are compared, it is clear that there is degradation in the quality of
the frame without a handover policy.
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Fig. 16. Frame degraded without a handover policy

Fig. 17. Frame with a handover policy
The QoE metrics confirm the previous statement; the video with a handover policy has 32dB
PSNR. This value describes the video as "good", while the video without a handover policy
has 29dB PSNR. This value describes the video as "acceptable." Figures 18 below show the
similarities between the videos.
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Fig. 18. Video PSRN without a handover policy x Video PSNR with a handover policy
Apart from PSNR, another metric that confirms the superiority of the video with a handover
policy over the video without it, is SSIM. The value 1 means the exact same video. The SSIM
for the video with seamless handover was 0.9. For the video with hard handover, the SSIM
was equal to 0.7. Figures 19 below display the SSIM video.

Fig. 19. Video SSIM without a handover policy x Video SSIM with a handover policy
The Video Quality Metrics are considered the most complete metrics because compare the
following aspects: noise, distortion and color. In this situation, the value 0 means the exact
same video. The VQM for the video with seamless handover was 1.4. For the video with
hard handover, the VQM was equal to 2.6. Figures 20 below display the VQM video.
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Fig. 20. Video VQM without a handover policy x Video VQM with a handover policy

5. Conclusion
In this chapter, a new architecture has been outlined that integrates the IEEE 802.16e, or as it
is popularly known, the mobile WiMAX. This architecture draws on new technology and
helps the handover process to provide the maximum QoS and QoE for the SS. It also
includes a mobility prediction algorithm to avoid losses during the exchange of the BS. The
algorithm takes account of the link quality between a mobile user and the current BS and
the information about the SS received by GPS, which determines the moment when the
handover should be triggered. Future work is recommended including new metrics in the
algorithm, the performance of load balancing and and a plan to integrate other wireless
technologies and thus form a heterogeneous architecture (e.g. the integration of WiMAX
with UMTS and / or IEEE 802.11).
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